
A dog is for life, not just for Christmas.  Similarly, the miracle of resurrection is for 
life, not just for Easter!  But, how can we experience resurrection in our everyday 
lives, including the grey days and the really dark days that many are experiencing 
currently?  Living in the joy of Easter Day at ordinary times is a challenge for us all, 
at the best of times.  Other years, we have been able to go to church on Easter 
Sunday and celebrate joyfully with others.  And it is right and good to celebrate the 
high points of our calendar.  We have always known that we can't stay on those 
"mountain tops” but have to return to our everyday lives after the season, and it can 
be a bit of an anti-climax. 

For those who have been unable to get to church, or those in church who have 
been in a difficult place, the joy of everyone around them has always been painful 
at such times.  This year, the coronavirus has been a great equaliser--rich and 
poor, famous and ordinary folk, all are vulnerable and all are having tougher lives 
just now, whether for having to stay at home or for those who are sick or bereaved 
or for those who are working very hard on our part.  Our Queen said that "our 
churches may be closed, but Easter isn't cancelled.  In fact, we need Easter more 
than ever this year". 

So, what exactly do we mean by "Resurrection"?  If we are only celebrating an 
event in the past, or looking forward to an afterlife in the future, the amazing truth of 
the Resurrection won’t be helping us much in our present lives!  However, God's 
resurrection power is real and active NOW ---everywhere where all that separates 
and injures and destroys is overcome by that which unites and heals and creates. 

The key is in becoming more aware of God's work of resurrection and redemption, 
both in ourselves and in the world around us.  Every time a new insight "comes" to 
a research scientist or new inspiration comes to a writer or artist, or there's a new 
spark in a marriage relationship, THOSE are resurrections!  All the uplifting stories 
we hear of, of people's exceptional kindness or efforts for others during this 
dreadful pandemic are resurrections!  St. Paul wrote,” God causes all things to work 
together for the good of those who love Him, (Romans8:28).  Jesus had already 
warned that, in this world we would have troubles, Christians are not exempt!  BUT 
God CAN and DOES bring good out of any situation and He helps us while we're 
"in the thick of it".  There are numerous scriptures like Isaiah 41:10, "Do not be 
afraid for I AM with you, do not be dismayed for I AM your God. I WILL strengthen 
and help you". 

Like Mary, in the garden, who did not recognise Jesus through her tears, or the 
disciples on the Emmaus road, who failed to recognise Jesus, though He walked 
alongside them, we are often "blind" to His presence with us. 

"Open our eyes and hearts and minds, Lord, to Your living presence with us, every 
moment.  Help us to recognise Your redeeming work in our everyday lives and 
around us".  Jesus IS risen! Jesus IS alive!  Jesus IS with us!  "The same power 
that the Father used to raise Jesus from.  The dead is at work in us 
NOW"(Ephesians 1:19).  So, whatever life is throwing at us, currently, let us "fix our 
eyes on Jesus “, our Redeemer, and look for resurrections, with expectancy and 
even joy!  Alleluia! 
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